From: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <katherine_j_bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, December 9, 2015 5:13 PM
To: Eric Schwerin
Subject: RE: Quotes

Cool will do -- but yeah, no more inquiries on this end

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Wednesday, December 9, 2015 5:10 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

Nothing urgent. Call my cell if you get a second but just making sure there were no more inquiries.

Eric D. Schwerin
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com

Sent from my iPhone

> On Dec 9, 2015, at 5:03 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:
> 
> Really frustrating. That said, so long as it doesn't elevate and
> trigger someone else to write, it's actually a good and
> straightforward response
> 
> So sorry I missed your call this morning. Underwater on a bunch of
> stuff. Can call in a bit if you are around
> 
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
> Sent: Wednesday, December 9, 2015 4:41 PM
> To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
> Subject: Re: Quotes
> 
> Guess the Bloomberg reporter didn’t have the ability to convince her editors not to make her write the story......
> 
> Eric D. Schwerin
> Rosemont Seneca Advisors, LLC
> 1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW
> Suite 705
> Washington, DC 20007
> (202) 333-1880
> eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com <x-msg://59/eschwerin@oblaw.com> P Consider the environment before printing this email.
On Dec 8, 2015, at 3:54 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Will do. Thanks Eric

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 8, 2015 3:52 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

And yes, keep us posted if you get inquiries from other outlets. Thanks!

Eric D. Schwerin
Rosemont Seneca Advisors, LLC
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Suite 705
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 333-1880
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com> <x-msg://59/eschwerin@obblaw.com> P Consider the environment before printing this email.

On Dec 8, 2015, at 3:46 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

You mean from other outlets? None yet. But VP just finished an interview with the Bloomberg reporter traveling with us and she asked about it, though she assures me she’s doing everything she can to not use it. I will have a transcript soon but my quick notes on his answer are: No one has any doubt about my record on corruption, I don’t talk to my son about his business and my children don’t talk to me about mine, I have complete faith in my son

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 8, 2015 3:35 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

You saw NYT article? Any follow up on it?

Eric D. Schwerin
Rosemont Seneca Advisors, LLC
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW
On Dec 7, 2015, at 6:08 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Ugh

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2015 12:58 AM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
Subject: Re: Quotes

WSJ article is out.

--- Original Message ---
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 4:04 PM
Sent from my iPhone

Ukraine, alas

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 4:32 PM
Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 4, 2015, at 4:32 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Ukraine, alas

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 4:04 PM

--- Original Message ---
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 4:04 PM
Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 4, 2015, at 4:32 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
<mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Ukraine, alas

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 4:04 PM
Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 7, 2015, at 6:08 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
<mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Ugh
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>

Subject: Re: Quotes

Are you going to Ukraine or will you be here?

Eric D. Schwerin
Rosemont Seneca Advisors, LLC
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Suite 705
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 333-1880
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com

---Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 3:33 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

Risen said story won’t run until Monday or Tuesday. I didn’t talk to him directly. FTI spoke to him again.

Eric D. Schwerin
Rosemont Seneca Advisors, LLC
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Suite 705
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 333-1880
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com

---Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 2:35 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

On Dec 4, 2015, at 2:35 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:
Ah! Thank you.

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 2:35 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

Thanks. I notice one typo FYI. "in meetings in with Ukrainian leaders"  Probably want to lose the second "in". Sure you caught that - just in case.

Eric D. Schwerin
Rosemont Seneca Advisors, LLC
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Suite 705
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 333-1880
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com

On Dec 4, 2015, at 2:30 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

"VP signed off on this -- will give this quote to both reporters in my name shortly:

"Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company. The Vice President has pushed aggressively for years -- both publicly with groups like the US-Ukraine Business Forum and privately in meetings in with Ukrainian leaders -- for Ukraine to make every effort to investigate and prosecute corruption in accordance with the rule of law. It will once again be a key focus during his trip this week."

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 1:43 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

Will you call me when you get a chance? I am in office or on cell.
On Dec 4, 2015, at 10:49 AM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J.bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

> Got it, thank you

> From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
> Sent: Friday, December 04, 2015 10:45 AM
> To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
> Subject: Quotes

> Let me know if you get this - wasn't sure of your email.

> From a spokesperson for Hunter.....

> "Hunter Biden joined the Board to strengthen corporate governance and transparency at a company working to advance energy security for Ukraine. These are also goals of the United States. Far from being out of sync with the policies of the United States, the Board is working to bring this privately held energy company into the kind of future that is critical for a free and strong Ukraine. These are goals that attracted not just Hunter to the effort, but respected American and European political and business leaders."

> From former President Kwasniewski.....

> "I joined the board of Burisma to highlight that this is a new era in Ukraine, where companies can be organized around sound business principles and free of corruption. I support a democratic Ukraine, one that has a functioning and independent energy sector with best practice corporate governance. Burisma, its management and its Board are committed to these same goal and I am proud of my role with the company. If we speak seriously about energy independence in Ukraine we must support such independent companies such as Burisma."

> Eric D. Schwerin
>eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>
> <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>
> <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>
> <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>
> <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>
> <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>
> <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>
>
> Sent from my iPhone
Nothing urgent. Call my cell if you get a second but just making sure there were no more inquiries.

Eric D. Schwerin
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com

Sent from my iPhone

> On Dec 9, 2015, at 5:03 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:
> Really frustrating. That said, so long as it doesn't elevate and trigger someone else to write, it's actually a good and straightforward response
> So sorry I missed your call this morning. Underwater on a bunch of stuff. Can call in a bit if you are around
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
> Sent: Wednesday, December 9, 2015 4:41 PM
> To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
> Subject: Re: Quotes
> Guess the Bloomberg reporter didn’t have the ability to convince her editors not to make her write the story......
> Will do. Thanks Eric
> -----Original Message-----
> From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
> Sent: Tuesday, December 8, 2015 3:52 PM
> To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

And yes, keep us posted if you get inquiries from other outlets. Thanks!

Eric D. Schwerin  
Rosemont Seneca Advisors, LLC  
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW  
Suite 705  
Washington, DC 20007  
(202) 333-1880  
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com

---

On Dec 7, 2015, at 7:55 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Oh good

---

On Dec 8, 2015, at 3:46 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

You mean from other outlets? None yet. But VP just finished an interview with the Bloomberg reporter traveling with us and she asked about it, though she assures me she's doing everything she can to not use it. I will have a transcript soon but my quick notes on his answer are: No one has any doubt about my record on corruption, I don't talk to my son about his business and my children don't talk to me about mine, I have complete faith in my son

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 8, 2015 3:35 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

You saw NYT article? Any follow up on it?
> ---- Original Message ----
> From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
> Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2015 02:32 AM
> To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
> Subject: Re: Quotes
> 
> All good here.
> 
> Eric D. Schwerin
> eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>
> 
> Sent from my iPhone
> 
> 
> On Dec 7, 2015, at 6:08 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>  <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> > wrote:
> 
> Ugh
> 
> ---- Original Message ----
> From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
> Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2015 12:58 AM
> To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
> Subject: Re: Quotes
> 
> WSJ article is out.
> 
> Eric D. Schwerin
> eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>
> 
> Sent from my iPhone
> 
> 
> On Dec 4, 2015, at 4:32 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>  <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> > wrote:
> 
> Ukraine, alas
> 
> ----Original Message----
> From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
> Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 4:04 PM
> To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>  <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> >
> Subject: Re: Quotes
> 
> Are you going to Ukraine or will you be here?
> 
> Eric D. Schwerin
> Rosemont Seneca Advisors, LLC
On Dec 4, 2015, at 4:01 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Thx --

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 3:33 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

Risen said story won’t run until Monday or Tuesday. I didn’t talk to him directly. FTI spoke to him again.

Erin D. Schwerin
Rosemont Seneca Advisors, LLC
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Suite 705
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 333-1880
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com

On Dec 4, 2015, at 2:35 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Ah! Thank you

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 2:35 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

Thanks. I notice one typo FYI. “in meetings in with Ukrainian leaders” Probably want to lose the second “in”. Sure you caught that - just in case.
On Dec 4, 2015, at 2:30 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

VP signed off on this -- will give this quote to both reporters in my name shortly:

"Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company. The Vice President has pushed aggressively for years -- both publicly with groups like the US-Ukraine Business Forum and privately in meetings in with Ukrainian leaders -- for Ukraine to make every effort to investigate and prosecute corruption in accordance with the rule of law. It will once again be a key focus during his trip this week."

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 1:43 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>

Will you call me when you get a chance? I am in office or on cell.

Eric D. Schwerin
Rosemont Seneca Advisors, LLC
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Suite 705
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 333-1880
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com
On Dec 4, 2015, at 10:49 AM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
<mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Got it, thank you

From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 04, 2015 10:45 AM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
Subject: Quotes

Let me know if you get this - wasn’t sure of your email.

From a spokesperson for Hunter.....

“Hunter Biden joined the Board to strengthen corporate governance and transparency at a company working to advance energy security for Ukraine. These are also goals of the United States. Far from being out of sync with the policies of the United States, the Board is working to bring this privately held energy company into the kind of future that is critical for a free and strong Ukraine. These are goals that attracted not just Hunter to the effort, but respected American and European political and business leaders.”

From former President Kwasniewski.....

“I joined the board of Burisma to highlight that this is a new era in Ukraine, where companies can be organized around sound business principles and free of corruption. I support a democratic Ukraine, one that has a functioning and independent energy sector with best practice corporate governance. Burisma, its management and its Board are committed to these same goal and I am proud of my role with the company. If we speak seriously about energy independence in Ukraine we must support such independent companies such as Burisma.”

Eric D. Schwerin
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>
Sent from my iPhone
Guess the Bloomberg reporter didn’t have the ability to convince her editors not to make her write the story......
You mean from other outlets? None yet. But VP just finished an interview with the Bloomberg reporter traveling with us and she asked about it, though she assures me she’s doing everything she can to not use it. I will have a transcript soon but my quick notes on his answer are: No one has any doubt about my record on corruption, I don’t talk to my son about his business and my children don’t talk to me about mine, I have complete faith in my son.

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 8, 2015 3:35 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
Subject: Re: Quotes

You saw NYT article? Any follow up on it?

On Dec 7, 2015, at 7:55 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
Subject: Re: Quotes

Oh good

----- Original Message -----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2015 02:32 AM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
Subject: Re: Quotes

All good here.

Eric D. Schwerin
Rosemont Seneca Advisors, LLC
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Suite 705
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 333-1880
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com

Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 7, 2015, at 6:08 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
Subject: Re: Quotes

Ugh
----- Original Message -----  
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2015 12:58 AM  
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP  
Subject: Re: Quotes  

WSJ article is out.  

Eric D. Schwerin  
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>  

Sent from my iPhone  

On Dec 4, 2015, at 4:32 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP  
<Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> > wrote:  

Ukraine, alas  

-----Original Message-----  
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]  
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 4:04 PM  
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP  
<Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> >  
Subject: Re: Quotes  

Are you going to Ukraine or will you be here?  

Eric D. Schwerin  
Rosemont Seneca Advisors, LLC  
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW  
Suite 705  
Washington, DC 20007  
(202) 333-1880  
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>  

P Consider the environment before printing this email.  

On Dec 4, 2015, at 4:01 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP  
<Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> >  
<Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> > wrote:  

Thx --  

-----Original Message-----  
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]  
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 3:33 PM  
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP  
<Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> >  
<Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> >
Risen said story won’t run until Monday or Tuesday. I didn’t talk to him directly. FTI spoke to him again.

---

On Dec 4, 2015, at 2:35 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Ah! Thank you

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 2:35 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

Thanks. I notice one typo FYI. “in meetings in with Ukrainian leaders” Probably want to lose the second “in”. Sure you caught that - just in case.
On Dec 4, 2015, at 2:30 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP  
<Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>  <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> > wrote:

VP signed off on this -- will give this quote to both reporters in my name shortly:

"Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company. The Vice President has pushed aggressively for years -- both publicly with groups like the US-Ukraine Business Forum and privately in meetings in with Ukrainian leaders -- for Ukraine to make every effort to investigate and prosecute corruption in accordance with the rule of law. It will once again be a key focus during his trip this week."

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 1:43 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
<Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>  <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> >
Subject: Re: Quotes

Will you call me when you get a chance? I am in office or on cell.

Eric D. Schwerin
Rosemont Seneca Advisors, LLC
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Suite 705
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 333-1880
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com> <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com> <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com> <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com> <x-msg://59/eschwerin@obblaw.com>  P Consider the environment before printing this email.

On Dec 4, 2015, at 10:49 AM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
<Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>  <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> >
<Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>  <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> > wrote:

Got it, thank you

From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 04, 2015 10:45 AM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
Subject: Quotes

Let me know if you get this - wasn’t sure of your email.

From a spokesperson for Hunter.....

“Hunter Biden joined the Board to strengthen corporate governance and transparency at a company working to advance energy security for Ukraine. These are also goals of the United States. Far from being out of sync with the policies of the United States, the Board is working to bring this privately held energy company into the kind of future that is critical for a free and strong Ukraine. These are goals that attracted not just Hunter to the effort, but respected American and European political and business leaders.”

From former President Kwasniewski.....

“I joined the board of Burisma to highlight that this is a new era in Ukraine, where companies can be organized around sound business principles and free of corruption. I support a democratic Ukraine, one that has a functioning and independent energy sector with best practice corporate governance. Burisma, its management and its Board are committed to these same goal and I am proud of my role with the company. If we speak seriously about energy independence in Ukraine we must support such independent companies such as Burisma.”

Eric D. Schwerin
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com

Sent from my iPhone
Really frustrating. That said, so long as it doesn’t elevate and trigger someone else to write, it’s actually a good and straightforward response.

So sorry I missed your call this morning. Underwater on a bunch of stuff. Can call in a bit if you are around.

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Wednesday, December 9, 2015 4:41 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

Guess the Bloomberg reporter didn’t have the ability to convince her editors not to make her write the story……

---

Eric D. Schwerin
Rosemont Seneca Advisors, LLC
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Suite 705
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 333-1880
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com <x-msg://59/eschwerin@obblaw.com> P Consider the environment before printing this email.

On Dec 8, 2015, at 3:54 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Will do. Thanks Eric

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 8, 2015 3:52 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

And yes, keep us posted if you get inquiries from other outlets. Thanks!
On Dec 8, 2015, at 3:46 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

You mean from other outlets? None yet. But VP just finished an interview with the Bloomberg reporter traveling with us and she asked about it, though she assures me she’s doing everything she can to not use it. I will have a transcript soon but my quick notes on his answer are: No one has any doubt about my record on corruption, I don’t talk to my son about his business and my children don’t talk to me about mine, I have complete faith in my son

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 8, 2015 3:35 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

You saw NYT article? Any follow up on it?
Subject: Re: Quotes

All good here.

Eric D. Schwerin
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>
<mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>  <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>

Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 7, 2015, at 6:08 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>  <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> > wrote:

Ugh

----- Original Message -----  
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2015 12:58 AM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
Subject: Re: Quotes

WSJ article is out.

Eric D. Schwerin
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>
<mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>

Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 4, 2015, at 4:32 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>  <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> > wrote:

Ukraine, alas

-----Original Message-----  
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 4:04 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>  <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> >
Subject: Re: Quotes

Are you going to Ukraine or will you be here?
On Dec 4, 2015, at 4:01 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP wrote:

Thx --

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 3:33 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
Subject: Re: Quotes

Risen said story won’t run until Monday or Tuesday. I didn’t talk to him directly. FTI spoke to him again.

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 2:35 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
Subject: Re: Quotes

Ah! Thank you

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 2:35 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
Subject: Re: Quotes

Thanks. I notice one typo FYI. “in meetings in with Ukrainian leaders” Probably want to lose the second “in”. Sure you caught that - just in case.
On Dec 4, 2015, at 2:30 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>

wrote:

"Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company. The Vice President has pushed aggressively for years -- both publicly with groups like the US-Ukraine Business Forum and privately in meetings in with Ukrainian leaders -- for Ukraine to make every effort to investigate and prosecute corruption in accordance with the rule of law. It will once again be a key focus during his trip this week."

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 1:43 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>

Subject: Re: Quotes

Will you call me when you get a chance? I am in office or on cell.
On Dec 4, 2015, at 10:49 AM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
>Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov 
>Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov 
>Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov 
>Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov > wrote:

Got it, thank you

From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 04, 2015 10:45 AM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
Subject: Quotes

Let me know if you get this - wasn’t sure of your email.

From a spokesperson for Hunter.....

"Hunter Biden joined the Board to strengthen corporate governance and transparency at a company working to advance energy security for Ukraine. These are also goals of the United States. Far from being out of sync with the policies of the United States, the Board is working to bring this privately held energy company into the kind of future that is critical for a free and strong Ukraine. These are goals that attracted not just Hunter to the effort, but respected American and European political and business leaders."

From former President Kwasniewski.....

"I joined the board of Burisma to highlight that this is a new era in Ukraine, where companies can be organized around sound business principles and free of corruption. I support a democratic Ukraine, one that has a functioning and independent energy sector with best practice corporate governance. Burisma, its management and its Board are committed to these same goal and I am proud of my role with the company. If we speak seriously about energy independence in Ukraine we must support such independent companies such as Burisma."

Eric D. Schwerin
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>
<mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com> <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>
<mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com> <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>
<mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>

Sent from my iPhone
Will do. Thanks Eric

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 8, 2015 3:52 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

And yes, keep us posted if you get inquiries from other outlets. Thanks!

Eric D. Schwerin
Rosemont Seneca Advisors, LLC
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Suite 705
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 333-1880
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com

On Dec 8, 2015, at 3:46 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

You mean from other outlets? None yet. But VP just finished an interview with the Bloomberg reporter traveling with us and she asked about it, though she assures me she’s doing everything she can to not use it. I will have a transcript soon but my quick notes on his answer are: No one has any doubt about my record on corruption, I don’t talk to my son about his business and my children don’t talk to me about mine, I have complete faith in my son

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 8, 2015 3:35 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

You saw NYT article? Any follow up on it?
On Dec 7, 2015, at 7:55 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Oh good

----- Original Message -----  
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2015 02:32 AM  
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP  
Subject: Re: Quotes

All good here.

Eric D. Schwerin  
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com  
<eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>  
Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 7, 2015, at 6:08 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Ugh

----- Original Message -----  
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2015 12:58 AM  
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP  
Subject: Re: Quotes

WSJ article is out.

Eric D. Schwerin  
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com  
<eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>  
Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 4, 2015, at 4:32 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:
Ukraine, alas

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 4:04 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

Are you going to Ukraine or will you be here?

Eric D. Schwerin
Rosemont Seneca Advisors, LLC
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Suite 705
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 333-1880
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com> <x-msg://59/eschwerin@obblaw.com> P Consider the environment before printing this email.

On Dec 4, 2015, at 4:01 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Thx --

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 3:33 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

Risen said story won’t run until Monday or Tuesday. I didn’t talk to him directly. FTI spoke to him again.

Eric D. Schwerin
Rosemont Seneca Advisors, LLC
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Suite 705
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 333-1880
On Dec 4, 2015, at 2:35 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Ah! Thank you

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 2:35 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

Thanks. I notice one typo FYI. “in meetings in with Ukrainian leaders” Probably want to lose the second “in”. Sure you caught that - just in case.

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 1:43 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

VP signed off on this -- will give this quote to both reporters in my name shortly:

"Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company. The Vice President has pushed aggressively for years -- both publicly with groups like the US-Ukraine Business Forum and privately in meetings in with Ukrainian leaders -- for Ukraine to make every effort to investigate and prosecute corruption in accordance with the rule of law. It will once again be a key focus during his trip this week."

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 1:43 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

Will you call me when you get a chance? I am in office or on cell.

Eric D. Schwerin
Rosemont Seneca Advisors, LLC
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Suite 705
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 333-1880
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com

On Dec 4, 2015, at 10:49 AM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
<mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:
Got it, thank you

From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 04, 2015 10:45 AM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
Subject: Quotes

Let me know if you get this - wasn't sure of your email.

From a spokesperson for Hunter.....

“Hunter Biden joined the Board to strengthen corporate governance and transparency at a company working to advance energy security for Ukraine. These are also goals of the United States. Far from being out of sync with the policies of the United States, the Board is working to bring this privately held energy company into the kind of future that is critical for a free and strong Ukraine. These are goals that attracted not just Hunter to the effort, but respected American and European political and business leaders.”

From former President Kwasniewski.....

“I joined the board of Burisma to highlight that this is a new era in Ukraine, where companies can be organized around sound business principles and free of corruption. I support a democratic Ukraine, one that has a functioning and independent energy sector with best practice corporate governance. Burisma, its management and its Board are committed to these same goal and I am proud of my role with the company. If we speak seriously about energy independence in Ukraine we must support such independent companies such as Burisma.”
Absolutely -- we have had two conversations about it -- she will only use if her editors hold a gun to her head. She absolutely will not do the second thing.

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 8, 2015 3:49 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

I would just urge her (as I know you are doing) that there is no new news there. And even if she uses it - she should avoid getting into past stories (Navy, etc.) that have nothing to do with this.

----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 8, 2015 3:35 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

You mean from other outlets? None yet. But VP just finished an interview with the Bloomberg reporter traveling with us and she asked about it, though she assures me she's doing everything she can to not use it. I will have a transcript soon but my quick notes on his answer are: No one has any doubt about my record on corruption, I don't talk to my son about his business and my children don't talk to me about mine, I have complete faith in my son
On Dec 7, 2015, at 7:55 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Oh good

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2015 02:32 AM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
Subject: Re: Quotes

All good here.

Eric D. Schwerin
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>

Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 7, 2015, at 6:08 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Ugh

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2015 12:58 AM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
Subject: Re: Quotes

WSJ article is out.

Eric D. Schwerin
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>

Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 4, 2015, at 4:32 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:
Ukraine, alas

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 4:04 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

Are you going to Ukraine or will you be here?

Eric D. Schwerin
Rosemont Seneca Advisors, LLC
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Suite 705
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 333-1880
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com> <x-msg://59/eschwerin@oblaw.com> P Consider the environment before printing this email.

On Dec 4, 2015, at 4:01 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Thx --

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 3:33 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

Risen said story won’t run until Monday or Tuesday. I didn’t talk to him directly. FTI spoke to him again.

Eric D. Schwerin
Rosemont Seneca Advisors, LLC
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Suite 705
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 333-1880
Ah! Thank you

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 2:35 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

Thanks. I notice one typo FYI. “in meetings in with Ukranian leaders” Probably want to lose the second “in”. Sure you caught that - just in case.

Eric D. Schwerin
Rosemont Seneca Advisors, LLC
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Suite 705
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 333-1880
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 1:43 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>

VP signed off on this -- will give this quote to both reporters in my name shortly:

"Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company. The Vice President has pushed aggressively for years -- both publicly with groups like the US-Ukraine Business Forum and privately in meetings in with Ukrainian leaders -- for Ukraine to make every effort to investigate and prosecute corruption in accordance with the rule of law. It will once again be a key focus during his trip this week."

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 2:35 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>

On Dec 4, 2015, at 2:30 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

"VP signed off on this -- will give this quote to both reporters in my name shortly:

"Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company. The Vice President has pushed aggressively for years -- both publicly with groups like the US-Ukraine Business Forum and privately in meetings in with Ukrainian leaders -- for Ukraine to make every effort to investigate and prosecute corruption in accordance with the rule of law. It will once again be a key focus during his trip this week."

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 1:43 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>

On Dec 4, 2015, at 2:30 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

"VP signed off on this -- will give this quote to both reporters in my name shortly:

"Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company. The Vice President has pushed aggressively for years -- both publicly with groups like the US-Ukraine Business Forum and privately in meetings in with Ukrainian leaders -- for Ukraine to make every effort to investigate and prosecute corruption in accordance with the rule of law. It will once again be a key focus during his trip this week."

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 1:43 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>

On Dec 4, 2015, at 2:30 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

"VP signed off on this -- will give this quote to both reporters in my name shortly:

"Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company. The Vice President has pushed aggressively for years -- both publicly with groups like the US-Ukraine Business Forum and privately in meetings in with Ukrainian leaders -- for Ukraine to make every effort to investigate and prosecute corruption in accordance with the rule of law. It will once again be a key focus during his trip this week."

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 1:43 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

Will you call me when you get a chance? I am in office or on cell.

Eric D. Schwerin  
Rosemont Seneca Advisors, LLC  
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW  
Suite 705  
Washington, DC 20007  
(202) 333-1880  
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com  
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com  
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com  
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com  
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com  
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com  
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com

On Dec 4, 2015, at 10:49 AM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Got it, thank you

From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]  
Sent: Friday, December 04, 2015 10:45 AM  
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP  
Subject: Quotes

Let me know if you get this - wasn't sure of your email.

From a spokesperson for Hunter.....

"Hunter Biden joined the Board to strengthen corporate governance and transparency at a company working to advance energy security for Ukraine. These are also goals of the United States. Far from being out of sync with the policies of the United States, the Board is working to bring this privately held energy company into the kind of future that is critical for a free and strong Ukraine. These are goals that attracted not just Hunter to the effort, but respected American and European political and business leaders."

From former President Kwasniewski.....

"I joined the board of Burisma to highlight that this is a new era in Ukraine, where companies can be organized around sound business principles and free of corruption. I support a democratic Ukraine, one that has a functioning and independent energy sector with best practice corporate governance. Burisma, its management and its Board are committed to these same goal and I am proud of my role with the company. If we speak seriously about energy independence in Ukraine we must support such independent companies such as Burisma."
Sent from my iPhone
And yes, keep us posted if you get inquiries from other outlets. Thanks!

---

You mean from other outlets? None yet. But VP just finished an interview with the Bloomberg reporter traveling with us and she asked about it, though she assures me she's doing everything she can to not use it. I will have a transcript soon but my quick notes on his answer are: No one has any doubt about my record on corruption, I don’t talk to my son about his business and my children don’t talk to me about mine, I have complete faith in my son

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 8, 2015 3:35 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

You saw NYT article? Any follow up on it?
On Dec 7, 2015, at 7:55 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
<Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov > wrote:

Oh good

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2015 02:32 AM 
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP 
Subject: Re: Quotes

All good here.

Eric D. Schwerin 
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com

Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 7, 2015, at 6:08 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
<Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov > wrote:

Ugh

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2015 12:58 AM 
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP 
Subject: Re: Quotes

WSJ article is out.

Eric D. Schwerin 
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com

Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 4, 2015, at 4:32 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
<Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov > wrote:

Ukraine, alas

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 4:04 PM 
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> 
Subject: Re: Quotes

Are you going to Ukraine or will you be here?
On Dec 4, 2015, at 4:01 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Thx --

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 3:33 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

Risen said story won’t run until Monday or Tuesday. I didn’t talk to him directly. FTI spoke to him again.

On Dec 4, 2015, at 2:35 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Ah! Thank you

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 2:35 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes
Thanks. I notice one typo FYI. “in meetings in with Ukrainian leaders” Probably want to lose the second “in”. Sure you caught that - just in case.

---

On Dec 4, 2015, at 2:30 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP wrote:

"Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company. The Vice President has pushed aggressively for years -- both publicly with groups like the US-Ukraine Business Forum and privately in meetings in with Ukrainian leaders -- for Ukraine to make every effort to investigate and prosecute corruption in accordance with the rule of law. It will once again be a key focus during his trip this week."

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 1:43 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
Subject: Re: Quotes

Will you call me when you get a chance? I am in office or on cell.

---

Eric D. Schwerin
Rosemont Seneca Advisors, LLC
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Suite 705
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 333-1880
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com
<mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>
On Dec 4, 2015, at 10:49 AM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP wrote:

Got it, thank you

From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 04, 2015 10:45 AM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
Subject: Quotes

Let me know if you get this - wasn't sure of your email.

From a spokesperson for Hunter....

“Hunter Biden joined the Board to strengthen corporate governance and transparency at a company working to advance energy security for Ukraine. These are also goals of the United States. Far from being out of sync with the policies of the United States, the Board is working to bring this privately held energy company into the kind of future that is critical for a free and strong Ukraine. These are goals that attracted not just Hunter to the effort, but respected American and European political and business leaders.”

From former President Kwasniewski.....

“I joined the board of Burisma to highlight that this is a new era in Ukraine, where companies can be organized around sound business principles and free of corruption. I support a democratic Ukraine, one that has a functioning and independent energy sector with best practice corporate governance. Burisma, its management and its Board are committed to these same goal and I am proud of my role with the company. If we speak seriously about energy independence in Ukraine we must support such independent companies such as Burisma.”

Eric D. Schwerin
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com
<mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com> <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com> <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com> <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>

Sent from my iPhone
I would just urge her (as I know you are doing) that there is no new news there. And even if she uses it - she should avoid getting into past stories (Navy, etc.) that have nothing to do with this.

Eric D. Schwerin
Rosemont Seneca Advisors, LLC
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Suite 705
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 333-1880
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com

On Dec 8, 2015, at 3:46 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

You mean from other outlets? None yet. But VP just finished an interview with the Bloomberg reporter traveling with us and she asked about it, though she assures me she’s doing everything she can to not use it. I will have a transcript soon but my quick notes on his answer are: No one has any doubt about my record on corruption, I don’t talk to my son about his business and my children don’t talk to me about mine, I have complete faith in my son.

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 8, 2015 3:35 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

You saw NYT article? Any follow up on it?

---

Eric D. Schwerin
Rosemont Seneca Advisors, LLC
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Suite 705
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 333-1880
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com
On Dec 7, 2015, at 7:55 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
<Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Oh good

----- Original Message -----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2015 02:32 AM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
Subject: Re: Quotes

All good here.

Eric D. Schwerin
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com
Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 7, 2015, at 6:08 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
<Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Ugh

----- Original Message -----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2015 12:58 AM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
Subject: Re: Quotes

WSJ article is out.

Eric D. Schwerin
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com
Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 4, 2015, at 4:32 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
<Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Ukraine, alas

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 4:04 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
Subject: Re: Quotes

Are you going to Ukraine or will you be here?
On Dec 4, 2015, at 4:01 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
<Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Risen said story won’t run until Monday or Tuesday. I didn’t talk to him
directly. FTI spoke to him again.

On Dec 4, 2015, at 2:35 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
<Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Ah! Thank you
Subject: Re: Quotes

Thanks. I notice one typo FYI. “in meetings in with Ukrainian leaders” Probably want to lose the second “in”. Sure you caught that - just in case.

---

On Dec 4, 2015, at 2:30 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
wrote:

"Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company. The Vice President has pushed aggressively for years -- both publicly with groups like the US-Ukraine Business Forum and privately in meetings in with Ukrainian leaders -- for Ukraine to make every effort to investigate and prosecute corruption in accordance with the rule of law. It will once again be a key focus during his trip this week."

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 1:43 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP

Will you call me when you get a chance? I am in office or on cell.

---

Eric D. Schwerin
Rosemont Seneca Advisors, LLC
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW
On Dec 4, 2015, at 10:49 AM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Got it, thank you

From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 04, 2015 10:45 AM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
Subject: Quotes

Let me know if you get this - wasn't sure of your email.

From a spokesperson for Hunter.....

“Hunter Biden joined the Board to strengthen corporate governance and transparency at a company working to advance energy security for Ukraine. These are also goals of the United States. Far from being out of sync with the policies of the United States, the Board is working to bring this privately held energy company into the kind of future that is critical for a free and strong Ukraine. These are goals that attracted not just Hunter to the effort, but respected American and European political and business leaders.”

From former President Kwasniewski.....

“I joined the board of Burisma to highlight that this is a new era in Ukraine, where companies can be organized around sound business principles and free of corruption. I support a democratic Ukraine, one that has a functioning and independent energy sector with best practice corporate governance. Burisma, its management and its Board are committed to these same goal and I am proud of my role with the company. If we speak seriously about energy independence in Ukraine we must support such independent companies such as Burisma.”

Eric D. Schwerin
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com
<mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>  <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>  <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>  <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>
You mean from other outlets? None yet. But VP just finished an interview with the Bloomberg reporter traveling with us and she asked about it, though she assures me she's doing everything she can to not use it. I will have a transcript soon but my quick notes on his answer are: No one has any doubt about my record on corruption, I don't talk to my son about his business and my children don't talk to me about mine, I have complete faith in my son.

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 8, 2015 3:35 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

You saw NYT article? Any follow up on it?

---- Original Message ----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 8, 2015 02:32 AM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
Subject: Re: Quotes

All good here.

Eric D. Schwerin
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com

Sent from my iPhone
On Dec 7, 2015, at 6:08 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
wrote:

Ugh

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2015 12:58 AM 
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP 
Subject: Re: Quotes

WSJ article is out.

Eric D. Schwerin
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com

Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 4, 2015, at 4:32 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
<Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Ukraine, alas

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 4:04 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

Are you going to Ukraine or will you be here?

Eric D. Schwerin
Rosemont Seneca Advisors, LLC
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Suite 705
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 333-1880
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com <x-msg ://59/eschwerin@obblaw.com> P Consider the
environment before printing this email.

On Dec 4, 2015, at 4:01 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP 
<Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Thx --

-----Original Message-----
Risen said story won’t run until Monday or Tuesday. I didn’t talk to him directly. FTI spoke to him again.
On Dec 4, 2015, at 2:30 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
<Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
<mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>  <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> > wrote:

"Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company. The Vice President has pushed aggressively for years -- both publicly with groups like the US-Ukraine Business Forum and privately in meetings in with Ukrainian leaders -- for Ukraine to make every effort to investigate and prosecute corruption in accordance with the rule of law. It will once again be a key focus during his trip this week."

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 1:43 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov
<mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>  <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>  
<mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> >
Subject: Re: Quotes

Will you call me when you get a chance? I am in office or on cell.

Eric D. Schwerin
Rosemont Seneca Advisors, LLC
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Suite 705
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 333-1880
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>
<mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>  <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>  <x-msg://59/eschwerin@obblaw.com> P Consider the environment before printing this email.

On Dec 4, 2015, at 10:49 AM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
<Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
<mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>  <mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>  
<mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> > wrote:

Got it, thank you

From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 04, 2015 10:45 AM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
Subject: Quotes

4
Let me know if you get this - wasn't sure of your email.

From a spokesperson for Hunter.....

"Hunter Biden joined the Board to strengthen corporate governance and transparency at a company working to advance energy security for Ukraine. These are also goals of the United States. Far from being out of sync with the policies of the United States, the Board is working to bring this privately held energy company into the kind of future that is critical for a free and strong Ukraine. These are goals that attracted not just Hunter to the effort, but respected American and European political and business leaders."

From former President Kwasniewski.....

"I joined the board of Burisma to highlight that this is a new era in Ukraine, where companies can be organized around sound business principles and free of corruption. I support a democratic Ukraine, one that has a functioning and independent energy sector with best practice corporate governance. Burisma, its management and its Board are committed to these same goal and I am proud of my role with the company. If we speak seriously about energy independence in Ukraine we must support such independent companies such as Burisma."

Eric D. Schwerin
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>
<mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>  <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>
<mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>

Sent from my iPhone
You saw NYT article? Any follow up on it?

Eric D. Schwerin
Rosemont Seneca Advisors, LLC
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Suite 705
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 333-1880
escherin@rosemontseneca.com

On Dec 7, 2015, at 7:55 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Oh good

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2015 02:32 AM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
Subject: Re: Quotes

All good here.

Eric D. Schwerin 
escherin@rosemontseneca.com

Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 7, 2015, at 6:08 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP <Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Ugh

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Tuesday, December 08, 2015 12:58 AM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
Subject: Re: Quotes
WSJ article is out.

Eric D. Schwerin
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com

Sent from my iPhone

On Dec 4, 2015, at 4:32 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
<Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Ukraine, alas

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 4:04 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
<Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

Are you going to Ukraine or will you be here?

Eric D. Schwerin
Rosemont Seneca Advisors, LLC
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW
Suite 705
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 333-1880
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com

On Dec 4, 2015, at 4:01 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
<Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov> wrote:

Thx --

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 3:33 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
<Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
<mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
Subject: Re: Quotes

Risen said story won’t run until Monday or Tuesday. I didn’t talk to him directly. FTI spoke to him again.

Eric D. Schwerin  
Rosemont Seneca Advisors, LLC  
1010 Wisconsin Ave., NW  
Suite 705  
Washington, DC 20007  
(202) 333-1880  
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com  
mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com  
X-MSG://59/eschwerin@obblaw.com  P Consider the environment before printing this email.

On Dec 4, 2015, at 2:35 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP  
mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov  
mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov > wrote:

Ah! Thank you

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]  
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 2:35 PM  
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP  
mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov  
mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov  
mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov  
Subject: Re: Quotes  

Thanks. I notice one typo FYI. “in meetings in with Ukrainian leaders” Probably want to lose the second “in”. Sure you caught that - just in case.

Eric D. Schwerin
On Dec 4, 2015, at 2:30 PM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
<Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov
<mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
<mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
<mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
> wrote:

VP signed off on this -- will give this quote to both reporters in my name shortly:

"Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company. The Vice President has pushed aggressively for years -- both publicly with groups like the US-Ukraine Business Forum and privately in meetings in with Ukrainian leaders -- for Ukraine to make every effort to investigate and prosecute corruption in accordance with the rule of law. It will once again be a key focus during his trip this week."

-----Original Message-----
From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 4, 2015 1:43 PM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
<Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov
<mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
<mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
<mailto:Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
>
Subject: Re: Quotes

Will you call me when you get a chance? I am in office or on cell.
Consider the environment before printing this email.

On Dec 4, 2015, at 10:49 AM, Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
<Katherine_J_Bedingfield@ovp.eop.gov>
> wrote:

Got it, thank you

From: Eric Schwerin [mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com]
Sent: Friday, December 04 , 2015 10:45 AM
To: Bedingfield, Kate J. EOP/OVP
Subject: Quotes

Let me know if you get this - wasn't sure of your email.

From a spokesperson for Hunter.....

“Hunter Biden joined the Board to strengthen corporate governance and transparency at a company working to advance energy security for Ukraine. These are also goals of the United States. Far from being out of sync with the policies of the United States, the Board is working to bring this privately held energy company into the kind of future that is critical for a free and strong Ukraine. These are goals that attracted not just Hunter to the effort, but respected American and European political and business leaders.”

From former President Kwasniewski.....

“I joined the board of Burisma to highlight that this is a new era in Ukraine, where companies can be organized around sound business principles and free of corruption. I support a democratic Ukraine, one that has a functioning and independent energy sector with best practice corporate governance. Burisma, its management and its Board are committed to these same goal and I am proud of my role with the company. If we speak seriously about energy independence in Ukraine we must support such independent companies such as Burisma.”

Eric D. Schwerin
eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com
<mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com> <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com> <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com> <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com> <mailto:eschwerin@rosemontseneca.com>

Sent from my iPhone
To follow-up on our convo from yesterday, I just heard from the WSJ. Here is the line I used back in 2014. I assume it will be the same or similar. Will circle back when we figure out if that line still works.

"Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company. For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office."

Name: Paul Sonne
Outlet: WSJ
Phone: +7 495 234 0805
+7 916 003 1467
Email: Paul.Sonne@wsj.com
Message: He is working on a story about Hunter Biden's involvement with the Ukrainian gas firm Burisma and former Ukrainian ecology minister Mykola Zlochevsky. Main question: Do you believe Hunter's involvement with Mr. Zlochevsky - who for many Ukrainians has come to symbolize the sort of behavior the Vice President is demanding the country put to an end - undermines the U.S. message?

I'm a correspondent for The Wall Street Journal, based in our bureau in Moscow. I'm working on a story about Hunter Biden's involvement with the Ukrainian gas firm Burisma and former Ukrainian ecology minister Mykola Zlochevsky (Burisma's owner).

As you may know, Mr. Zlochevsky is under scrutiny in the U.K. in a money laundering probe and in Ukraine in a number of investigations, including those examining allegations of illegal enrichment and abuse of power.

Here's the main question I was hoping you could answer for the story: The Vice President has served as the point person to deliver U.S. calls for Ukraine to root out corruption. Do you believe Hunter's involvement with Mr. Zlochevsky - who for many Ukrainians has come to symbolize the sort of behavior the Vice President is demanding the country put to an end - undermines the U.S. message?

Would be very happy to hear your response on this, or anything else the Vice President's office may have to add on Hunter's involvement with Burisma and Mr. Zlochevsky. Also happy to chat if you'd like. Thanks very much.

All the best,
Paul
--

Paul Sonne
The Wall Street Journal
+7 495 234 0805
+7 916 003 1467
paul.sonne@wsj.com<mailto:paul.sonne@wsj.com>
To follow-up on our convo from yesterday, I we just heard from the WSJ. Here is the line I used back in 2014. I assume it will be the same or similar. Will circle back when we figure out if that line still works.

“Hunter Biden is a private citizen and a lawyer. The Vice President does not endorse any particular company and has no involvement with this company. For any additional questions, I refer you to Hunter’s office.”

Name: Paul Sonne
Outlet: WSJ
Phone: +7 495 234 0805
        +7 916 003 1467
Email: Paul.Sonne@wsj.com
Message: He is working on a story about Hunter Biden’s involvement with the Ukrainian gas firm Burisma and former Ukrainian ecology minister Mykola Zlochevsky. Main question: Do you believe Hunter’s involvement with Mr. Zlochevsky – who for many Ukrainians has come to symbolize the sort of behavior the Vice President is demanding the country put to an end – undermines the U.S. message?

Dear Kate,

I’m a correspondent for The Wall Street Journal, based in our bureau in Moscow. I’m working on a story about Hunter Biden’s involvement with the Ukrainian gas firm Burisma and former Ukrainian ecology minister Mykola Zlochevsky (Burisma’s owner).

As you may know, Mr. Zlochevsky is under scrutiny in the U.K. in a money laundering probe and in Ukraine in a number of investigations, including those examining allegations of illegal enrichment and abuse of power.

Here’s the main question I was hoping you could answer for the story: The Vice President has served as the point person to deliver U.S. calls for Ukraine to root out corruption. Do you believe Hunter’s involvement with Mr. Zlochevsky – who
for many Ukrainians has come to symbolize the sort of behavior the Vice President is demanding the country put to an end – undermines the U.S. message?

Would be very happy to hear your response on this, or anything else the Vice President’s office may have to add on Hunter’s involvement with Burisma and Mr. Zlochevsky. Also happy to chat if you’d like. Thanks very much.

All the best,
Paul

--
Paul Sonne
The Wall Street Journal
+7 495 234 0805
+7 916 003 1467
paul.sonne@wsj.com